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iLearn Math         is the internet-delivered software from
iLearn that manages the entire math intervention  
process. In brief, it assesses, prescribes, instructs and 
reports. The bottom line: It delivers results in math.

iLearn Math         provides you with a curriculum built from
state standards. It delivers an individualized program
to each student in a class at the same time, regardless
of their abilities. It uses technology in an innovative
way that makes it much easier to deliver truly differ-
entiated instruction to each student. Here’s how:

It’s the closest you can come to a
highly-skilled tutor for each student.

“We saw gains up to two and three grade
levels per year.” - Andre Touchard, Principal

Your students will enjoy doing math…and seeing success every day.

“ This user friendly program has
allowed students to excel where
traditional methods have failed.
The interactive technology will not
allow students to ‘cheat’ to move
beyond their ability. Teachers are
able to monitor students’ progress
as they move through the program.”

- Mary Beth Waller, Teacher

Every student is fully assessed to identify
specific learning “gaps” and placed on
a course that ensures all “gaps” are filled
before the student can advance.

iLearn Math         delivers the curriculum and
gives the student just the right amount of
instruction and practice necessary to
understand and retain the concepts
being taught. Students cannot proceed
without mastering the material at
each level.

The iLearn management system keeps
track of the results and reports them to
the teacher on demand.
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What’s different?
iLearn Math
• Requires true mastery. Students can’t guess their

way through the program, since it’s not based on
a multiple-choice format and they must generate
their own answers.

• Actually delivers real instruction using engaging
graphic animation and natural voice narration

• Is not based on cartoons or a game format; it’s
real education.

• Greatly reduces teacher workload by automating
time-consuming tasks, such as planning lessons,
writing tests or grading papers, which frees up the
teacher to work one-on-one with students.

• Improves student morale, which results in fewer
student behavior problems.

• Motivates students by allowing them to see success
every day, regardless of their abilities.

The bottom line? iLearn Math         delivers results: Accelerated
achievement gains for all students.

Your subscription to iLearn Math includes unlimited, free
technical support and 24/7 access to data.
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